NUNS™ 7 TOP ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Before You Get Started

UNISET would like to thank you on your decision to purchase a NUNS Desk System. Proper assembly of your NUNS Desk will create the highest production quality reconfigurable news desk in the industry.

Please review the following assembly instructions with your team prior to starting. If you have any questions during the assembly please call UNISET at (585)544-3820.
Step 1: Prepare Studio & Production Team

• Allocate a storage location for the NUNS Desk system. The area required to store the entire desk system on its portable cart is only 32”x96”

• Familiarize the production team with these instructions prior to unpacking the NUNS Desk system.
• Assemble the NUNS Desk system in the studio/shot on the location where you plan to use it. If you need to move the desk after it is fully assembled lift and place -do not drag.
• Use two or more people when reconfiguring the desk top.
Step 2: Unpack NUNS Desk from Pallet

- Allocate a minimum of 2 people
- Remove all packing materials from the shipment
- Cut poly straps securing system cart to pallet
- Remove reusable orange storage strap from around system cart
- Using 2 people unload all desktops and set aside-use shipment packing material to set the tops on
- Remove each of the base pieces from the cart to the ground, until the cart is empty.
- Using 2 people lift cart from pallet and place on the floor
- Reload and return the base pieces to the cart as they were before
- Reload the desktops onto the cart and secure with orange storage strap
- You are now ready to transport your desk system within your studio/building
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7 TOP MEASUREMENTS
PARTS INCLUDED:

- u base x 1
- front panel for u base x 1
- quarter round x 2
- A top x 1
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NUNS A TOP
PARTS INCLUDED:

- u base  x 1
- quarter round  x 2
- skinny c  x 1
- B top  x 1
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NUNS C TOP
PARTS INCLUDED:

- u base  x 1
- quarter round  x 2
- skinny c  x 1
- C top  x 1
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PARTS INCLUDED:

- u base x 1
- quarter round x 2
- skinny c x 1
- D top x 1
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NUNS D TOP
PARTS INCLUDED:

- quarter round  x 2
- fat c  x 1
- E top  x 1
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PARTS INCLUDED:

- cube support  x 2
- quarter round  x 1
- fat c  x 1
- F top  x 1
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PARTS INCLUDED:

- u base x 1
- quarter round x 1
- front panel for u base x 1
- fat c x 1
- G top x 1
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NUNS G TOP